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Interagency collaboration is essential to the expansive
and multi-faceted mission of the Naval Criminal
Investigative Service, the agency’s top technology
officer told Center for Homeland Defense and Security
students during a visit to the Naval Postgraduate
School campus June 25-26.
Christopher Cote, NCIS Assistant Director of
Information Technology, discussed the agency’s roles
and challenges in the Multi-discipline Approaches to
Homeland Security course. NCIS is a prime example of
the necessity of organizational cooperation because of
the widespread locations in its purview as well as the
constrained budgets common in Sequestration Era
Washington, D.C.
"Chris brings more than 26 years of criminal
investigative and cyber-protection work to the
classroom," said Dr. Kathleen Kiernan of the CHDS
faculty. "His breadth of experience is ideal for the kind of
experiences and thinking that makes the Center’s
courses so dynamic and applicable."
With roughly 1,973 staff working at 190 locations around the world, NCIS’ tasks benefit from partnerships for its core
missions such as investigating felonies and girding against various forms of insider threats, both of which require
cooperating with outside agencies.
"For the Department of the Navy, if there is a bad actor committing a felony crime, we are the ones who come in and
respond on behalf of the Department," Cote said. "You have to leverage partnerships, whether it’s your federal, local
and state law enforcement peers outside the base or foreign counterparts overseas."
Cote is in charge of managing NCIS’ information technology infrastructure across the globe, including defending
NCIS against outside cyber-attacks along with potential threats from within. Since February he has been a key
stakeholder in the agency’s effort to establish a comprehensive insider threat program that follows the guidance set
forth in the Presidential memorandum outlining the National Insider Threat Policy and Minimum Standards. Cote
aims to strengthen, and maintain a secure, resilient critical infrastructure that meets the agency’s mission
requirements.
"We manage our own network. We are responsible for the security of it to make sure there are no breaches and to
comply with Department of Navy policy," Cote said. "That’s challenged by budget constraints and increased demand
for IT."
And that puts him squarely in the fight against the kind of insider-cyber threats that have become major media
headlines in recent weeks. It is part of an overall mission to combat technology threats as well as violent workplace
incidents.
"We are much better at monitoring our systems and managing large amounts of data that provide agents and
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analysts increased capability to identify and defeat the threat," he said.
In meeting its mission in information sharing, the agency participates in multiple information sharing programs with
law enforcement partners. NCIS is the executive agency for the Law Enforcement Defense Data Exchange (DDeX)
which is in the first phase of an effort to enable Department of Defense law enforcement agencies around the world
share near real time incident and investigative data. This effort stems from the November 2009 Fort Hood
shootings.
More recently, the agency expanded its partnership with the Department of Justice information sharing program
known as the National Data Exchange (NDEX), building on the work NCIS has accomplished over the past nine
years with its regional partners in the Law Enforcement Information Exchange (LInX).
"Information sharing is a key component of the NCIS mission," Cote said. "It expands our capability to support the
Navy and Marine Corps. It makes sense to collaborate and leverage the information our partners are willing to
share. It makes more data available for our personnel to reduce crime, protect secrets and prevent terrorism."
As he faces the daily grind of the NCIS operation, Cote said classroom settings such as those at CHDS are an
important way of addressing major issues facing the entire community. "The candid interaction with the participants,
the ability to have a strategic discussion and sharing of professional experiences is something you don’t often get in
your day-to-day work," he said. "This forum allows for national level idea-sharing and collaboration that you are just
not otherwise able to have."
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